
BOXING WOMEN: REGULATION, WOMEN AND
MENTAL HEALTH

CATE HEMNNGWAY

A glance at the title and one may be forgiven for thinking that
this article is out of place in ajournal concerning the impact of the
law on women. The title, however, is deliberately ambiguous. It is
meant to signify the uncertainties which face many women who
offend: are they mad or just plain bad?1 It is meant to represent
both law and psychiatry's attempt to pigeon hole women into cate-
gories2 and to represent a fight between women and those who
define womanhood a fight which I believe women are currently
losing.

This article considers the ways in which law and psychiatry in-
teract to define, codify and legitimate a set of constructs which are
used to treat or punish the female offender.$ It traces the involve-
ment both of the law and psychiatry in their independent and joint
dealings with women. To highlight this interaction, it considers
their influence with reference to two fairly recent medico-legal
phenomena: pre-menstrual tension4 and battered wive's syn-
drome.5 Examining the treatment of women who break the law
demonstrates how these influences transcend judico-medical
boundaries affecting the lives of women in a wider social context.

The first part of this article gives a broad background, showing
how women are viewed in social, legal and psychiatric discourse. It
gives an overview of the theoretical and empirical literature, high-
lighting the British and North American legal and psychiatric sys-
tems. This is followed by a discussion of the suggested benefits and

I ANNE WopxALT, OrrMIN'z WoMEN: FEA.x LAwBREA(RS AN THE CR wNALJus-cE
Syrrai 114 (1990) (considers this argument when applied to women on probation).

2 Anne Worrall, Out of Place: The Female Offender in Court, 28 PROBATIONJ. 91 (1981).
The categories for this research concern the mad/bad dichotomy for female offenders.
This is analogous to the dichotomy of female behaviour which sociologists have realized.

s In this country, this includes the Mental Health Act 1983, the Criminal Procedures
Insanity Act 1957, and the Homicide Act 1964, under which the home secretary has the
right to detain offenders in secure "special hospitals." There are three "hospitals" in Eng-
land which cover Wales and another in Scotland which covers Northern Ireland.

4 K. Dalton, Menstnation and Crime, 2 BRrr. MED.J. 1752 (1964). Pre-menstrual ten-
sion is described as a biological condition whereby changes in the hormone levels incur
changes in psychological functioning.

5 A relatively new concept whereby women are alleged to suffer a psychological condi-
tion as a result of abuse, be this physical, emotional or sexual. This "condition" can result
in the "slow burn" syndrome whereby women act violently towards their abusers often with-
out any immediate provocation.
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possible disadvantages of perpetuating medical intervention in the
legal setting. Finally, it aims to show how recent attempts to re-
dress the balance for women of predominantly hitherto male pre-
serves, such as the provocation rule6 may in fact simply create or
recreate a multitude of problems for both women offenders.and
women in general. By continuing a separatist, often reductionist,
approach, supporters of this line merely perpetuate the psycho-bio-
logical view of womanhood which has been so damaging in the
past. The article concludes by suggesting a system of legal and so-
cial justice sensitive to gender, race, class and sexuality.

SECONDS OUT! WOMEN AND SOCIAL CONTROL

It has been argued that for women to stand as equal before
the law they must first have acquired social equality7 There has,
however, been an abundance of literature which has shown that
even now, one hundred years after the birth of the women's move-
ment," and twenty years after the "second wave" of feminism, wo-
men have still to win equality.9 Social inequality has been shown to
run through the fabric of women's everyday lives and is based on
three key concepts: the socialization of women; the social role and
status of women; and sexism and discrimination.

Every culture socializes its participants in a particular way,10
and this has been shown to be a gendered process." For women in
western society, certain behaviours have been, through the process
of assimilation, classed as "normal."12 One of these "normal
behaviours" is femininity. In order to be feminine, women must
acquire through a complex web of social and environmental fac-
tors, a set of behaviours and beliefs. Paramount among these is the
view that women must be of service to others,'5 putting others'

6 This allows a reduction in the charge of murder to manslaughter on the grounds
that the defendant was "provoked" into the assault. The usual benchmark of the provoca-
tion rule is the "rational man," which has caused consternation among many writers who
write on the subject of women.

7Frances Heidensohn, Models ofJustie Portia orPrsephone? Some Thoughts on Equaiy,
Fainess and Gender in the Field of CriminalJustice 14 IscrLJ. Soc. & L 287, 297 (1986).

s The rise of modern feminism can be traced to various early writings of women. See,
ag., A. Tuims, WoMAND (1543); MAr WoLmNusoNEaCarT, THE V1ND1cAsIoN or Ta
RIGHTS OF WomE (1799); SiMoNE DE BEAubVoR, THE SECOND SEX (1942).

9 ANN OAKLEY, WoMEN CONFINED 5 (1984); G. GREER, THE FEMALE EUNUCi 11 (1976);
A. Edwards, Sex, Gender, Seism and Some CiminalJutice Questions, 17 Ir'LJ. SoC. & L 165,
171 (1989).

10 MARGAREr MEA, SEx AND TriPERAmqrr iN THREE P TrV Socxirms (1935).
11 ANN OAUm", SaX, GENDER, AN SociEmy 172 (1972).
12 J. SHARPE, Jusr LIKE A Gu. (1976).
Is C. N-w & M. DAVID, FoR THE CHILDREN's SAVE MAmNa CH LCARE MoRE TiA A

WOMAN'S BusrNFss 13-14 (1985).
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needs above their own. Another "behaviour" is the discourage-
ment and punishment of aggression, either natural assertiveness or
the proclamation of negative feelings.

Thus, if a woman is feminine, she does not become angry (at
least outwardly) and does not contradict people in power, particu-
larly men.14 As we shall see later, rejection of this image of the
normal feminine woman has many implications for those in con-
tact with psychiatric and legal discourses.

The second concept, the social role and social status of wo-
men, also has profound effects upon a woman's self image and the
way women are treated socially, which often provokes stereotypes.' 5

Here, women are denied access to positions of power in the hierar-
chy16 and are confined to the private domestic sphere of the home
and family. 7 Women are said to be dependent economically upon
men and are thus socially controlled. Denied a public arena, or
the financial power to make decisions, women are seen as second
class citizens."8 Women's work, the domestic burden of house-
work, care giving and child raising, is also relegated to a non-work
status, just something women "do," a duty which is emphasised by a
lack of social recognition 9 or remuneration 2

This is not to deny that in recent years women have found
employment outside the home. What has not changed,
however, is where women work21 , or the wages they re-

14 Edwards, supra note 9, at 171.
15 These stereotypes can be profoundly damaging to women who deviate from them.

See PAT CA2REN, ALTR NATrVEs To Wor~mE's IMersoim, rr I (1990);JANE M. UssHzm, Wo-
?.au's MADNESS: MisoGvw on M mzAL IwNss? 20 (1992). Both authors have shown that
both women offenders and women who are diagnosed as mentally ill suffer adversely be-
cause of these "normal" images.

16 GrULAN PASCAL SocrAL Pouc. A Fwme4sT AwALis 28 (1986).
17 E. WhsoN, WomsN AND THE WELFARE STATE 8 (1977); NEw & DAVID, supra note 18, at

55-56.
18 PASCAL, supra note 16, at 9.
19 This denial of a woman's important role in the household is apparent only until

there is asocial crisis. Ifpolitically expedient to do so, women can be blamed for social ills
such as juvenile delinquency. See ALsON MOmuS, WoPMM, CaM AND CamIMALJusTIc
199 (1987). Another example can be found in the New Right's (the political right wing of
the Conservative party dominant in the 1980's and associated with Thatcherism) attack on
the disintegration of family values. See F. MourNT, THE SuBvERSVE FAMILY 88-61, 219-47
(1986).

20 ANN O m.Ev, THE SocoLoGy OF HousEwoRK 226 (1974).
21 Women are predominantly employed in para-domestic spheres such as nursing,

cleaning, social work, secretarial work, food serving or elementary teaching. When women
enter the semi-professions, it is usually at, and continues to remain, the lower level of salary
grade. This has been found to be true even of female dominated professions such as nurs-
ing and teaching. SeeJ. LEsu &J. GRAY, WoM.N AND MEDIaNE 12 (1978);J. Burkett, Wo-
men and Education (1993) (unpublished MA. dissertation, Leicester University). This has
also been found to be true in developing and communist countries. See M. Molyneux,
Women in Socalist Sockiks: Problems of Theoy and Practice, in OF MAkRGE AmD " MArER
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ceive,22 leading to the feminization of poverty.2 3 What many wo-
men now face is a double burden of work, trapped in domestic
tasks within and without the home, without any support from a
partner2 4 (if there is one). They are rarely given the opportunity to
advance in power, status or education.P For many women the bur-
den of this socially ascribed role, coupled with the stress of pov-
erty 6 and monotonous work,27 can lead to either a breakdown in
physical or mental health, or criminal activity, thus resulting in
contact with the medical or legal paradigm, as considered later.

Finally, women encounter sexism and discrimination in many
aspects of their lives. Negative images of womanhood pervade
western societies, displaying women as weak, unknowing, inexperi-
enced and childlike.28 Similarly, women face discrimination in
many areas of their lives. In education, women are primarily re-
stricted to appropriately feminine tasks such as domestic educa-
tion. 9  In work, women are discriminated against in pay and
conditions.30 It is by these processes, and their reaffirmation, that
women are effectively "boxed." Despite legislation intended to
guard against this entrapment, these practices occur in virtually all
aspects of a woman's life. It is towards the law and its powers to
regulate and redress that we shall now turn.

Tim Ixr Hoom WOMEN AND THE LAW

In recent times, the law has been shown to discriminate
against women both procedurally and in its inception. In 1978,
Sachs and Hoff Wilson gave an overview of the history of the wo-
men's movement in both the U.S.A. and Britain. Women struggled

(K Young ed., 1981); C. White, Socalist Transformations of Agriculture and Gender Relations:
The r name.se Case, 13 IDS Bulletin (1987).

22 B. THORN, FEMisr RE-INING OF THE FAMIMY (1982) (woman earn only 59% of that
of men in America) quoted in P. A BaoTr & C. WALLACE, SocioLocr. FkEINisr P.RsrEcnTv
75 (1983). Similar studies in Britain (SoctAL T Ds 1990) have shown that women earn
only 69% of men engaged in similar occupations.

23 It has been suggested that this is a direct attempt to keep women under control. As
women rely on welfare benefits, they conform to socially accepted norms. SeeK. Chadwick
& C. Little, The Ciminalztion of Women, in LAW ORDER AND THE AUTHORrrARIAN STATE (P.
Scratton ed., 1987); CAw.l, supra note 15, at 1; PAT CARLEN, WOMEN's IMPRISONMENT 30-
33 (1983).

24 It has been suggested that heterosexual relationships are becoming more egalitarian;
however, this has not been the case for the majority of women.

25 CAROL SMART & BAM, SMART, WOMEN, SExuALITY AND SOCIAL CONTROL 2 (1978).
26 D. Cooy, RICH LAW, PooR LAw, A DIFmzM-r REsPONSE TO TAx AND SOCIAL SEcunRrY

FRAUD 28-42 (1989).
27 Chadwick & Little, supra note 23, at 60.
28 B. HuruR & G. WiLLIms, CONTROLLING WOMEN THE NORMAL AND THE DEVIANT 12

(1981).
29 Burkett, supra note 21.
30 PASCAIL, supra note 16, at 47-51.
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to be defined as persons or citizens under the law, in order to gain
access to legal redress.8 ' Despite this, women have been marginal-
ized and discriminated against whenever they come into contact
with the law.8 2

When considering women's place in the domestic sphere, the
theory and practice of welfare law is of fundamental importance.
In England, legislation has focused on the family as the site to fos-
ter and restore its ideological underpinnings.8 8 Changes in social
security, usually revolving around the male breadwinner, 4 and the
dependence of women and their availability to perform domestic
tasks35, has resulted in vulnerable women 6 becoming progressively
poorer.8 7 Women suffer a myriad of inequalities concerning ac-
cess to benefits such as: care for the disabled, child benefits, unem-
ployment benefits, old age pensions and so on. Reductions in the
amount and scope of benefits in recent years have particularly af-
fected women. 88

Concerning housing legislation, Aries noted that "the concept
of the home is another aspect of the concept of the family" 9

and as such Pascall suggests that housing legislation consists
of "a powerful set of ideas which link house, home and the family
in the ideology of domesticity and of a woman's place within
this."40 Thus the ideology of domesticity connects women's
needs for housing with their membership in particular kinds
of families, predominantly male breadwinner families. De-
spite legislation to the contrary,4' a "landmark in social legisla-

31 ALim SACHS &JOAN HOFF WILSON, SESim AND THE LAW A STUDY OF MALE BELIEFS
AND LFGAL BiAs iN BRiTAIN AND THE UNiD STATES 1-67 (1978).

32 CAROL SMART, WOMEN, CRIME AND CRIMINOLOGY. A FEMINIST CRrTQuE 176-85
(1976).

33 United Kingdom Inter-Departmental Comm'n on Social Ins. and Allied Servs. (re-
port by Sir William Beveridge), (HMSO) 1942.

84 In England the infamous "co-habitation rule" was introduced into legislation to
counteract the freedom of unmarried but co-habiting women to claim benefits indepen-
dently from male partners. This has been seen as a further measure of social control and
ideological repression. PAscAL., supra note 16, at 218-19.

35 J. Radford and S. Jeffries, Contributoy Neglige= of Being a Woman, in CAUSES Fop
CONCERN 74 (P. Scratton and P. Gordon eds., 1983).

S6 PAT CARiuN, WOMEN, CRIME AND Pov~my 1-12 (1988) ("vunerable women" include
older women single parent families, homeless women and young school dropouts).

87 BATRix CAMPBELL, WIGAN Pia REvisrrED: POVERTY AND Poirmcs IN THE EIGHTMS
(1984); PAscAL.L, suPra note 16; PETER TOWNSEND, Povmtw" IN THE UN ITD KiNGDOM: A
SURVEY OF HOUSEHOLD REsOURCES AND STANDARDS OF LIVING (1979); D. BuLL & P. WII.-
rNG, THATCHImSm Am Tm POOR (1983).

38 PASCALL, supra note 16, at 203-06.
89 p. AmIs, CENRIEs oF CHILDHOOD: A SocicAL HISTORY OF FAMILY LIm 390 (1978).
40 PAscALL, supra note 16, at 182.
41 The Housing (Homeless Persons) Act 1977 is said to have been changed from a bill

designed to give the homeless rights to one which presents them with a series of obstacles
to overcome. These include the need to prove homelessness, priority need, unintentional
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tion,"42 women still experience difficulties. Older women, ethnic
minority women,4 abused women4 and lone parents4 5 all face
problems in claiming their rights.4 6

In education, the alleged egalitarian aims of non- discrimina-
tory legislation47 have proven mythical. 48 This has included young
women being denied career advice, and despite gaining more and
better qualifications, do not continue to further their education.49

This has also resulted in further sex-role stereotyping, emphasizing
domesticity and feminine pursuits such as language.50

Certain sex stereotyped behaviours discussed throughout this
piece are mirrored in legislation. For example, the Community
Care Act 1990,11 rather than representing care of the sick and eld-
erly by the community, it has been suggested to represent care at
home. However, care in the home represents care by women,52

which is ofteh unpaid and unrecognized."
In family law, women have been seen to have differential ex-

periences on the basis of their womanhood. Sachs and Hoff Wil-
son have shown the progress of family law in Britain and the U.SA.
over the last century, highlighting inadequacies in both systems. 4

More specifically, Brophy has shown how women are discriminated
against in custody disputes.55 Bottomly has shown how women may

homelessness and a local connectd16, which are liable to discretion on the part of individ-
ual authority. SeeP.W. Robson & P. Watchman, The Homeless Penons' Obstade Race, 3J. Soc.
W'ARE L. 1, 1-15 (1981).

42 Id.
4s Pscmu, supra note 16, at 185.
44 V. Binney et al., Domestic Violence: Battered Women in Britian in the 1970s, in WOMEN IN

Socin, 115-26 (1981);J. Webb, Housing for Battered Women? (1983) (unpublished B.A.
dissertation, Nottingham).

45 Mavis Maclean and Diana Kuh, The Long Term Effects for Girls of Parental Divorce, in
WOMEN's ISSUES N SocAL PoUic 161, 176 (Maclean and Groves eds., 1991) [hereinafter
WomN's IssUEs]. *

46 Robson & Watchman, supra note 41, at 1-15.
47 In England, the Education Acts of 1944 through 1990 have all stated the aim of non-

discrimination in education on the grounds of sex, colour or religion. C. Skelton, Women
and Education, in WoMEN's STunIEs 330-31 (Richardson & Robinson eds., 1993).

4 8 J. WHyL', SEXISM IN THE SECONDARY CuRRIcULUM 82 (1988); Skelton, supra note 47,
at 325-32.

49 SHArE, supra note 12.
50 Burkett, supra note 21.
51 A piece of legislation designed to take the old, infirm and mentally ill out of the

large impersonal institutions and for them to be "cared" for by and in the "community."
52 PAscAu±, supra note 16, at 85-87; H. Land, Time to Care, inWomEN's IssuES, supra note

45, at 9;J. FINcH & D. GRovES, A LABOUR OF LoVE: WOMEN WORK AND CAtNG 494 (1980).
53 Sally Bbldwin andJulia Twigg, Woman and Community Care Rqflections on a Debate, in

WOM-N's ISSUES, supra note 45, at 70, 117-53; Land, supra note 52, at 9.
54 SAcHs & HoFF WSoN, supa note 31, at 133-47.
5 5 J. Brophy, Chid Care and the Growth of Power, in WOMEN AND THE LAW 97-117 (Brophy

& Smart eds., 1985) [hereinafter WOMEN & LAW].
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be discriminated against in conciliation cases after divorce.5 6 Wat-
son has shown how the intersection of property and material goods
has been erratic after divorce in Australia. 7 Graycar has shown the
prominence of masculine ideals in the care cases of Australia.58
David shows how women have been ignored in the Children Act
1989.59

Even in employment law, the much heralded Sex Discrimina-
tion Act 1975, the Equal Pay Act 1975 and the creation of the
Equal Opportunities Commission in England have brought few re-
sults for women.60 Pascall suggests that the benefits of such legisla-
tion are peripheral for two reasons.6' Firstly, the legislation is
restrictive in its own terms. Secondly, the legislation has too small
a scope to deal with the profound character of gender divisions. If
women cannot expect equality in legislation specifically designed
for that purpose, what is the experience of women who come into
contact with the more overtly regulatory branch of criminal law? It
is to this that we shall now turn.

TbE UPPER CuT: WOMEN AND THE CRIMINAL LAW

What of women who come into contact with criminal justice
agencies? Until recently it was fashionable to start any discussion
on women and the criminal law by noting the relative dearth of
literature on the subject.62 Whilst this has changed, as there is now
a comparative abundance of research on the subject,6S "what
remains the same is that the picture of women's crime remains dis-
torted and incomplete. "6 Although sex differentials are some-
times pursued, explanations for the differing levels of female crime
still focus upon the comparative rarity of the female offender,65

often perceiving her as a helpless victim of adverse psychological,

5 6 A. Bottomly, A Feminist Citique of Conciliatia7 inWomEx & LAw, supra note 55, at 162-
87.

57 Sophie Watson, Erratc Bureaucraaies: the Intsect ion of Housing, Legal and Socdd Poli-es
in the Case of Divorce, in DSSENnTNG OPNIONS 70-79 (R. Graycar ed., 1990).

58 REGNA Gn AcAR, DISSENTING OPINIONS 59-69 (1990).
59 Miriam David, Puting on an Actfor Children?, inWoMEN's IssuEs, supra note 45, at 95-

116.
60 PASCALL, supra note 16, at 32.
61 Id.
62 SMART, supra note 32, at 66.
65 WoRRAu., supra note 1, at vii.
64 LORINE GEIsrHoPE, SEXISM AND THE FEMAuE OFFnDRa 125 (1989).
65 Women represent only 3-4% of the total prison population and 7% of those charged

with indictable offences. [HOME OFFICE, 1990.] The small percentages are themselves a
valid reason to study why women conform. Are women more law abiding? Are laws en-
forced selectively? Or are women more socially controlled?
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physiological and environmental difficulties and "only peripherally
in terms of social forces and influences." 66

When considering the relative causes of female crime, much
attention has been given to the idea that female offences have in-
creased67 as a direct result of female emancipation.68 This follows
from role theory, where it is alleged that the tensions and to some
extent opportunities to commit crime increase in proportion to
women's greater political and social opportunities.6 9 This theory
has been criticised as inferring female crime is a masculine 70 pur-
suit which has previously been denied to women on the grounds of
lack of opportunity71 and as being ahistorical. 72 What appears
more likely is that the definition of female crime has changed and
the increase may be illusory, accounted for by the rise in attention
given to women's crime.7a

One must also consider the practice of criminal law and its
dealings with women. The criminal justice system has been de-
scribed as the "criminal injustice system" by Eaton.74 Heidensohn
viewed the criminal justice system as an interconnecting series of
institutions and systems which are juxtaposed and work in concert
to the detriment of women who offend.7 This has been known as
the Portia vs. Persephone debate.76

66 *Lorraine Gelsthorpe, Towards a SkeptialLook at Sexim, 14 INVLJ. Soc. L. 125 (1986).
67 OTto Pou.Acx, THE C MNmA orWomEN 8-9 (1961) (suggests thatwomen's crime

has been merely masked in the past).
68 FRmDA ADLER, Sismts miN CaisMm TnE RIsa OF Ta NEw FEMALE CRrIuNAL (1975).
69 SMART, supra note 82, at 70-76.
70 Cook and others have shown how women more often commit crime as a result of

poverty rather than ofwhite collar opportunity or boredom. See Cook, supranote 26, at 35-
42. Carlen has suggested that the impact of feminism and emancipation can well be ap-
plied to middle class and white women. See Marcia Rice, Challenging Orthodox=s in Feminist
Theoy: A Black Feminist Citique, in FEMnIM T PRxspEcrxVms IN CRIMINOLOGY (L. Gelsthorpe
andA. Morris eds., 1990). But in reality the majority of female offenders do not come from
these populations. This implies an overcriminalization of poor, working class and black
women. See CAROL SMART, FtmnsM AND THE PowER oF LAw (1990).

71 It has been alleged that women are mostly confined to the domestic sphere of the
home and so lacked the opportunity to commit crime. Similarly, when women work, their
environment is more regulated, thus again denying the opportunity to commit crime. See
Momus, supra note 19, at 65-75.

72 Austin has shown that the female crime rate has indeed decreased in the last century.
See M. Austin, Women's Liberation and Increases in Major, Minor and Occupational Offences, 20
CRMINOLOGY 407 (1982). See alio Helen Boritch, Gender and Criminal Court Outcomes: An
HistoriclAnadysi SO CRI mINOLOGY 293 (1992) (suggesting that the increase in the crime
rate in general is due to differing criminalization and an increase in formal and informal
mechanisms of social control and regulation).

75 SMART, supra note 82, at 72.
74 MAY EATON, JusTicE FOR WOMEm? 97 (1984).
75 EDWARDs, supra note 9, at 68.
76 Heidensohn, supra note 7, at 289 (Heidensohn sees two systems ofjustice. The male

dominated Portia system dominated by rule and procedure, and the more flexible Per-
sephone approach where individual differences are acknowledged).
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These jurisprudential matters have yet to be resolved and have
been criticised on the grounds of separatism and for ignoring
other factors. What research has shown, however, is an over-
criminalization of certain offences particular to women, such as
prostitution and civil defence issues, 77 such as the Greenham Com-
mon Peace Campaign.78

More fruitfully, many studies have considered the sentencing
practices of the courts as applied to women. Studies have sug-
gested that chivalry, discrimination and sexism 9 characterise wo-
men's sentencing experiences. The hithertofore assumed leniency
of non custodial sentences"0 have been shown in reality to be mere
chimera, as they are more invasive and result in increased social
controls ' over women. 2 Such sentences have been found to be
dependant on a woman's domestic situations 5 and are aimed at
increasing the domesticity84 and control of women in the private
sphere of the home. 5

To compound this, many studies have shown that once women
have been incarcerated in prison, the expectations of the regime
are that women will return to the domestic sphere upon release.8 6

These institutions have been criticised for: degradifig women; be-
ing damaging and debilitating" and causing disorientation for reg-
ulating women with many unnecessary rules and regulations 8

aimed at inducing conformity for concentrating on feminizing, in-

77 Many studies viewed the way women who protested against nuclear weapons were
treated in court. Often imprisonment was the sentence for sit down protests which raises
issues of discrimination. Se A. Coox & G. Khna, GREENHi WOMEN EvimvHER 47-48
(1983).

78 R. Fletcher, Greenham Common Women: A Crime of Political Protest (1985) (un-
published MA. dissertation, Edge Hill College (Liverpool)); B. HATROTso & S. HOPmNs,
GamuuAM COMMON: WOMEN ON THE WIRE 9 (1985).

79 SMART, supra note 32, at 108-45; Morris, supra note 19, at 80-94.
80 Anxit, supra note 68 (suggests that women are cautioned more often and not con-

victed or imprisoned as often as men for the same offences); But c. David P. Farrington &
Allison M. Morris, Sex SenMncing and Reconvidion, 23 BTr.J. CanummoGY 229 (1983).

81 Here the inclusion of women in the realm of the psych professionals. See J.
DoNzELOT, POLCrNG THE FAMY (1980). Usually through their connection with children
and family educational psychologists, health vistors have increased the control of the state
in the realm of the family. Se S. CouuE, VisioNs OF Socva CONTROL 78-79 (1986).

82 SMART, supra note 32, at 136; EDWARDS, supra note 9, at 182.
S EATON, supra note 74, at 97; D. Farrington & A. Morris, Sex Sentening and Reconvic-

fion, 23 Brr.J. CRiMINOLOGY 246 (1983).
84 Id. Eaton suggests that the non custodial sentences usually involve probation or psy-

chiatric involvement.
85 WomAzn, supra note 1, at 160-62; Morris, supra note 19, at 82-93.
86 Elaine Genders & Elaine Player, Women in Prison: The Teatment, the Control and the

Exfperie4 in Gender, Crime and Justice 161, 162-63 (Pat Carlen and Anne Worrall eds.,
1987).

87 CArEN, supra note 15, ch. 2; SMART, supra note 32, at 140-45.
88 EATON, supra note 74, at 26-29.
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fantilizing and pathologizing women's behaviour 9 and for being
sexist 90 Eaton has shown that the problems encountered by wo-
men in prison, particularly the de-skilling and domestication
processes, affect women long after they are released.

Thus the social controls women face in society are mirrored in
prison. What seems odd then is that women who have obviously
rejected gendered norms are in a sense re-gendered, prison
redomesticates them. Women are then effectively repackaged.
The criminal justice system does not achieve this result in isolation;
instead there are other systems which achieve this. Paramount to
our study is the role of psychiatry, to which we shall now turn.

Tim BODY BLOW? WOMEN AND PSYCHIATRY

Women have long been the subject of psychiatric intervention.
Porter has shown the impact of psychiatry on women dates back to
the seventeenth century.9 ' Others have considered whether the
modem day power of psychiatry to control and define women rep-
resents medical opinion or misogyny.9 2 Additionally, some have
considered the specific diagnoses ascribed to women, such as hyste-
ria, and have shown discriminatory practices, which include sex-
ism, sex-stereotyping and individual pathologization of various
stress, to have their roots in social relationships.9"

Research has illustrated how the social role of women, and the
stresses that this role produces, can cause mental ill health. For
example, Brown and Harris have examined how the isolation of
women within the private sphere of the family can, in conjunction
with other factors, cause depression.94 They believe this is evi-
dence that life events peculiar to women can cause problems such
as post-partum depression. This has, however, been criticised by
feminist analysis which suggests that psychological problems are
caused by the social reaction to life events, rather than the event
per se. For example, Oakley on childbirth, suggests that post-natal
depression is caused by the modem handling of childbirth with a
highly medicalized routine which disempowers women.95 Simi-

89 PAT CARLEN, Wo EN's ImRsoNmENr 71-115 (1983); SMART, supra note 82, at 140-45;
Genders & Player, supra note 86, at 161-71; CA¢RLE, supra note 15, at 1; MoRIus, supra note
19, at 63-75; Pat Carlen, Law, Psychiatry and Women's Imprisonment, 46 BRIT.J. PSYCHIAMW 18-
21 (1986).

90 MARY EATON, WoMEN ASTER PRISON 55-78 (1992).
91 Roy PORTER, MIND-FoRG'D MANACLES 331 (1989).
92 UssHER, supra note 15, at 19.
93 E. SHOWALTER, THE FEmALF MALADY 18-19 (1987).
94 GEORGE W. BROWN AND TIRRIL HARRIS, SOCIAL ORIGINS OF DEPRESSION: A STUDy OF

PsYcmATiic DISORDER IN WOMEN 270 (1970).
95 ANN OAmEy, ESSAv ON WOMEN MEDICINE AND HEATLH 127-30 (1993).
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larly, New and David suggest it is caused by the abandonment of a
woman's social function and her subsequent confinement to the
home, which causes distress. 6

Once in contact with psychiatric services, women have been
found to encounter difficulties. Broverman found that the diag-
nostic categories employed by psychiatrists refer to womanhood as
being the equivalent of mental illness.97 Women were also found
to be represented disproportionately in vague catch all categories
such as psychopathy,98 and in chronic mental health diagnoses.99

In addition, evidence suggests that factors affecting women's
mental health have not been acknowledged during the diagnostic
process, which may affect the subsequent outcome of the interac-
tion. These include the specific needs of ethnic minority wo-
men, °0 lesbian women,' 0 ' homeless women, 0 2 older women'03

and abuse victims.104

When women are deemed in need of treatment, there is evi-
dence that women receive medication 05 in preference to other
forms of treatment. For example, in 1987 there were 46 million
prescriptions for psychotropic drugs for a population of 55 million,
66% of whom were women.'05 Other forms of treatment have also
caused concern. Studies have found that Electro Convulsive Ther-
apy (ECT) is two to three times more likely to be prescribed for
female patients than for male patients.0 7 Furthermore, more wo-
men than men have their consent overruled,- or are deemed unfit

96 Naw & DAvID, supra note 13, at 14.
9 7 K Broverman, Sex Role Steotypes and ClinicalJudgements in Mental Health, 34J. CoN-

SULTIN AND CUNICAL PSYCH. 1 (1970). Here a questionnaire was distributed among pro-
fessionals in the mental health field. The results found that women were viewed as being
weak, displaying disturbed behavior such as weeping easily.

98 N. Russo & S. Sobel, SexDifferences and the Ut"lization of MentalHeathFadliles, PROF.
PsYcH. 7 (1981); A. HuIE, ILLNEss, CrE ANm TmE FEmAm SicK RoLE 9 (1982).

99 M. Potier, GivingEvidece: Women's Lives at Ashworth Maximum Secuity PsychiaticHos-
pilat S Ftm.MimsM & PsYcHoL. (1992).

100 S. Holland, From Social Abuse to Social Action, in GENE IssuEs oN PscHA.TR, (J.
Ussher & P. Nicholson eds., 1992).

101 E. Rothblum, DePrssian Amongst Lesbians: An Inevitable and Unresear.d Phenomenon
3J. GAY & LESBIAN PSYCHIATRY 1, 67-87 (1990).

102 Stephen Crystal et al., Multiple ImPairnent FPatens in the Mentally Ill HomeAs, 14 INT'L
J. MENTAL HEATH 61, 67-78 (1986).

lo J. Wallen, Psychiatric Consultations in Short Term General Hospita, 44 ARcHIws GEN.
PsYcHLTra 163-68 (1987).

104 E. Carmen et al., Inequality in WomensHealtlh: An Ovemiew, 188 AM.J. PsYcHrUTRY 378-
83 (1984).

105 It has been alleged that this does not correspond with a higher incidence of illness
among women. It has also been alleged that this may represent a medicalization of social
problems. See PASCALL., supra note 16, at 91-194.

106 H. Ashton, Psychotropic DrugPirscrmingfor Women, 158 Brr.J. PSYCHnTR So (1991).
107 Leonard Roy Frank, Eledroshock" Deah, Brain Damage, Memoiy Loss, and Brain Wash-

ing, 11J. MENTAL-r HEAL 489 (1990).
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to give consent, and receive ECT.108 Compounding this, studies
have shown that black, ethnic minorities and older women are
more likely to receive ECT than other forms of therapy such as
counselling. 10 9

Other problems experienced by female psychiatric patients in-
clude the non-diagnosis of physical symptoms" 0 or the misdiagno-
sis of symptoms."' This can have disastrous consequences, as
illustrated by the permanent disfigurement rates of severe Tarda-
live Dyskensia" 2 resulting from psychotropic medication,113 and
more dramatically, from the high mortality rates for female pa-
tients." 4 Women are more likely to die in psychiatric care," 5 and
these are more likely to be prolonged and distressed." 6

Psychiatry has thus been seen as a method of social control
which reinforces, by diagnosis and treatment, how women are com-
partmentalized. It frames women in a certain way. There are, how-
ever, certain occasions when psychiatry works in conjunction with
more formal regulatory bodies, and it is to this contrast that we
now turn.

THE DouBLE WHAMMY? PsYcmATRY AND THE LAw

How do psychiatry and the law interact and what are the con-
sequences of this for women? Theoretically, there is a strong his-
tory of interaction concerning the alleged causality of female
crime. For Lombrosso and Ferro, women were "atavistic,"" 7 more
primitive than the rest of society."" This view has been criticized

108 P. Fennell, Consent to Treatment Under the Mental Health Act 1983, KENT LAW
SCHOOL SYMPOSIUM, UvNnsM oF KENT (1993).

109 SaowAERn, supra note 98, at 206-09.
" 0 A. D'Erode, Diagnosis of Mental illnes in Psychiatric Patients Using Axis I and a

Standardised Medica HistoVy, 42 HospirAt & CoMMuNmn PsycHIATRY 895-400 (1991).
M1 Ashton, supra note 106, at 34.

112 A medical term, loosely speaking it involves chemical changes in the brain, in these
cases as a side effect of drug use, which prevent a patient from keeping their mouth and
tongue still. The patient therefore pulls grotesque faces, dribbles salvia and gives the ap-
pearance of permanent mastication. Once contracted this condition is permanent. This
can happen with only minimal drug use and is impossible to predict before prescription.

11s M. V. Seaman, Current Outcome in Schizophrenia: Women vs. Men, 78 ACrA PsYcrnxruCA
ScANmINAvicA 609-17 (1986).

"14 Id.; N. Casadebaig & E. Quemada, MortaliMy in Psychiatric Hospitals, 79 AGrA PSYCHIA.
TRc& SCANDiNAviCA 257-64 (1989).

115 HMSO, 1987; Casadebaig & Quemada, supra note 114.
116 D. Black & D.Joley, Death in Psychiafric Care, 6 INT'LJ. Gnmurluc PSYCHiATRY 489-95

(1991).
117 These authors developed a theory which was based on psycho-biology of womanhood

and asserted that women who offend display certain masculine physical characteristics and
were less evolved than men. They were also viewed as "more vile" and capable of "de-
graded acts."

11s LOMBROSSO AND Fmo, THE FEmAL OFEENDER (1897).
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for confusing sex with gender, for overlooking historical and an-
thropological evidence, for being empirically isolated and for
merely representing the ideological needs of society at that time.
Yet the road from Lombrosso and Ferro seems surprisingly
straight, as other criminologists continued this classical trend. For
example, Thomas asserted physiological reasons for the differen-
tial crime rate;" 9 Pollak saw women as the masterminds of crime in
a rather biblical 2 ' theory of female criminality which stressed the
inherently deceitful nature of the female psyche.' 2 ' More recently,
Cowie et al. saw female criminality as a sign of pathologyW 2 and
Konopka looked to individual pathology as opposed to social func-
tions as the cause of female crime. 28 Womens' crime, therefore,
has remained squarely in the realms of psycho-biological traditions
and is said to represent an "intellectual Falklands124: remote, un-
visited and embarrassing.""

A paradox remains concerning the idea that mental illness is
an alternative to crime, which is particularly the case for women.
In essence, it suggests that men commit crimes as a result of stress,
whereas women commit crimes because they have become men-
tally ill, thus assuming a functional equivalence between the two.12 6

Turk, for example, saw mental illness as an alternative arrest cate-
gory for women. 27 Chesler saw that behaviour was sex stereotyped
and so women were conditioned into "acting out" in certain sex
stereotyped ways. 28 Other writers have tried to redress the balance
by suggesting that the differing responses represent a reaction to
differing stresses.' 29 Research has suggested that women's social
role, or the rejection of this role, is more stressful, thus causing
more illness.' s0 This does not, however, answer the question why
proportionately more women are deemed to be mentally ill than
criminal. What seems a more likely explanation is that differences
reflect the way controls are .enacted and statistics constructed.

119 E. THOMAS, THE UmAjusm GIRL (1967).
120 SMART, supra note 32, at 47. Suggests that this theory is remininscent of Adam and

Eve in the Bible and Christianity's vilification of Eve andWomanhood as a subversive force.
121 PoL ±cx, supra note 67.
12 2 JOHN COWIE ar Ai-, DEuQuENcy IN Gns (1968).
123 GIsE.A KONOPm, THE AnmOEscETr GIRL IN CoNrucT (1966).
124 The Malvinas are a south Alantic set of Islands whose sovereignty has been disputed

between Britain and Argentina resulting in the Falklands conflict in 1982.
125 Interview with Frances Heidensohn (1990).
126 MoRRs, supra note 19, at 52-57.
127 A. TURxs, CxMmmn' AN THE L GAL ORDER (1969).
128 PH Cssar C.., WOMEN AND MAnwass 56 (1989).
129 M. BARET & M. McIrrostr, THE ANn SocIAL F4micy (1982).
1s0 SmAT, sura note 32, at 172-75.
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The interaction between the law and psychiatry is also appar-
ent in the sentencing process of female crime. For example, Allen
has shown how female offenders are more readily ascribed a psy-
chiatric diagnosis' s ' and sentence. Worrall has shown how this is
the case with women on probation.3 2 Carlen has shown how wo-
men in prison who, whilst deemed sane (thus imprisoned), are
treated once in prison as though they are mentally ill by being
given psychiatric medication." s Similarly, Casale has given an ac-
count of women in a psychiatric wing of a prison and questions the
convergence of the two systems (legal and psychiatric), especially
concerning the criticisms of the Prison Medical Service.3 4

To take a step back, however, recent years have seen the inter-
action of medico-legal discourses in the defence of women's crime.
These lie in the renewed discussion of Pre Menstrual Syndrome
("PMS") and the rise in Britain of Battered Wives Syndrome. These
will be considered separately.

PRE-MENSTRUAL SYNDROME' 35

The concept of Pre-Menstrual Syndrome ("PMS") and its
symptomology has a long history. Here it is alleged that the distur-
bance to progesterone levels during menstruation heralds changes
in women's mental state and physical well being. As early as 1840,
women's crime has been linked to this phase in their menstrual
cycle.' 36 Classical criminologists reinvented the concept which has
found much favour even to the present day.x "

This concept has been successfully used in mitigation to homi-
cide.'3 8 For women, PMS is used as a defence similar to automa-

131 Allen has shown that this may have negative effects for men who are genuinely in
need of psychiatric intervention but are instead imprisoned. H. ALLEN, JusncE UNBAL.
AN ED 119-20 (1987).

132 WoRAAI±, supra note 1, ch. 6.
133 PAT CARLEN, CRuIMINAL WOMEN: AuTOBIOORAHIcAL AccouNs 18-21 (1985).
134 SmvIA CASALE, WOMEN INSImE: THE EXPERmNCE OF WOMEN REMAND PRIsoNERs IN

HoLLowAY 88-93 (1989); See alsoJ. SnIM, M.ICAL PowER IN PlSON (1990).
'95 This is a recognized clinical syndrome (Dalton 1964) as opposed to the more

commonly known Pre-Menstrual Tension. This latter phenomenon is said to be a common
experience for many women. The changes in behavior, however, are not regularly
experienced or as pronounced as the clinically recognized syndrome. An analogy would
be depression. See, BROWN, .supra note 94, at 22-28.
IS6 S. Edwards, Pr&-Menstrua Tensio 146JusxcE OF THE PEACE 476-79 (1982).
1S7 PoLAc , supra note 67; LOMBROSsO AND FERRO, sui ra note 118; W. Cook, The Differ-

entialPsyczology oftheAmeriran Woman, 49 AM.J. OBsTETRIcs & GYNAECOLOGY 457 (1945); T.
GIBBENS &J. PRINCE, SHOPLIPrING (1962).

138 DALTON, supra note 4. See, R. v. Craddock, 1 Current Law Review, January 1981, 41.
Craddock successfully pleaded not guilty to the murder of a fellow barmaid on the ground
of PMS. During a three month deferment, she received hormone treatment which im-
proved her behaviour. She was given a probation order with a condition to continue
treatment.
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tism but with little success. Hypoglycemia or epileptic blackouts,
are recognised analogous defences.139 PMS has had an impact on
sentencing decisions, 40 but the arguments still continue about its
legal viability.' 4 '

There are, however, problems with the concept. Many of the
studies which have argued in favour of PMS have been criticised
for their methodology and the interpretation of their findings. For
example, Morris suggests that pre-menstrum and para-menstrum
periods are often confused and used interchangeably; evidence is
based on 28-day cycles, when in reality few women have such regu-
lar cycles, and finally considering women spend half their adult life
in this phase it is not surprising that some women commit crimes
during this time.'4 What has not been shown, however, is a causal
relationship between the two. The research data is also retrospec-
tive and so possibly unreliable.

Research so far has pointed out that the adherence to PMS
merely represents a reinterpretation of the original psycho-biologi-
cal theories that have been recently vilified on the grounds of sex-
ism. 43 Smart and Smart have argued that this is an apt illustration
of the way a woman's sexuality is used to show evidence of pathol-
ogy.1' Morris also suggests that "menstruation per se may not affect
women's lives, but rather it is its social construction which is a
cause for concem."14 The appeal of PMS is that it justifies the
status quo and it does so "scientifically," by reinforcing and main-
taining certain roles and expectations as natural and unchange-
able.' 46 It re-encapsulates women within a set of rules, the
transgression of which carries severe penalties. While women may
indeed have benefited individually in the past from the use of this
as a defence, there nonetheless remains the concern that this
serves to reinvent the stereotype of women as helpless victims of
their own biology. As Heidensohn points out "what is striking
about this image of deviant women is how profoundly damaging it
is, once attached to any women or any group of women.""4 7

1s9 See R. v. Quick, S Q.B. 910 (1973).
140 See R. v. English, The Times, 12/11/81. Defendant successfully plead not guilty to

murder (she crushed her former lover against a telegraph pole with a car). The judge
concluded that PMS represented special circumstances and she received a conditional
discharge.

141 SmR. v. Smith (1981), The Guardian 4/28/82.
142 MoRuns, supra note 19, at 48-49.
1 4 3 PAT CARLEN & AwN WoRRALL, GumFa, CIM An Jusric 6-8 (1987).
144 SMART & SMART, supra note 25, at 2.
145 MoRius, supra note 19, at 50.
146 CARLtEN & WoRRALL, supra note 143, at 6-9.
147 FRANCES HEIDENSON, WOMEN AND CRIME 95 (1985).
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BATrERm WoMN's SYNDROME

Battered Women's Syndrome ("BWS") is a recent addition to
jurisprudential arguments, whereby women offer a defence to
homicide under the self defence or provocation rule. There is a
burgeoning literature on this subject in the U.S.A., whereas in Brit-
ain the subject is just receiving attention.'4 Work on this subject
usually begins by stating that women commit few homicides and
those that take place are usually domestic, 49 in the context of do-
mestic violence. 50 In order tojustify the case protagonists, such as
Walker, -have argued that women who experience continual vio-
lence become subject to "learned helplessness,"15' which is an ad-
aptation of Seligman's 1968 work.'52

In this argument, a woman presents a belief in her helpless-
ness as a form of depression (as a psychiatric symptom) which is
accompanied by passivity and submissiveness. This continues until
a woman retaliates, often without the usual provocation or self de-
fence requirements.

Concerning self defence,153 Blackstone notes that the murder
of a husband by a wife was traditionally viewed as more serious than
a wife by a husband,1 54 indicating that double standards may oper-
ate. However, at present, for a defendant to invoke this defence it
must be proven that the attack was imminent, the force used was
proportionate, only sufficient to stop the attack, and the defendant

148 C. Wells, Domestic V'olence and S&fDefence, 140 NEw LJ. 127 (1990);J. Hoarder, Se,
io&= and Sentencing Domestic Provocation Cases, Cm. LR. 546 (1990); Katherine

O'Donovan, Defencs For Battewd Women MWo Kil, 18J.L. & Soc. 219 (1991).
149 The cultural argument can also be taken one step farther to suggest that both do-

mestic violence and domestic murder take place within a set of gender constructs, whether
these be male or female. These enter the law through the court process. Gender also
influences the outcome of the court process as (especially in the case of provocation) law is
male oriented and sentencing passed down and constructed by men.

150 This subject therefore crosses many socio-legal boundaries concerning women and
their position in society. See L Taylor, Provoked Reason in Men and Women: Heat of Passion
Manslaughter and Imperfec SefDefence. 33 UCLAL. REv. 1681, 1697 (1986); V. Bernard, Till
Death Do Us Part, 10 BuLu.- AM. ASS'N L & PsYcmATRY 271 (1982).
15' LENoRE E. WALxER, THE BATrERM WOMAN SYDROME 96 (1984).
152 Martin E. P. Seligman et al., Alleviation of Learned Heplessnass in the Dog; 73J. AnwoR-

MAx. PsYCHOL. 256 (1968).
153 In British common law, this entitles one to defend oneself against an attack.
154 4 WiuAM BLAcrwoNE, CommEbr4 ARI.s *204.
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must retreat1 55 if possible.1 5 6  Again, these cases have been sub-
jected to the criticism that they are culturally specific to men.15 7

In the U.S.A., Walker has shown how defences using BWS have
been successful. 58 There are however problems with this. Meth-
odologically Walker has been criticised.15 9 Others have criticised
BWS for sex stereotyping women and increasing the popular view
of women as victims. 160 O'Donovan has suggested that this con-
cept inevitably leads women to be viewed as abnormal and in dan-
ger of psychiatric sanctions.' 6'

In Britain, provocation after Ba~lar 62 was a defence to homi-
cide, reducing the charge to manslaughter, whenever possible.
However when related to women's homicidal acts, provocation has
been unsuccessful thus far, and courts have failed to recognise the
effects of cumulative violence over a long period of time. They
have also failed to accept the time delay, usual in the context of the
killing of a batterer, and fail to classify this as provocation. 63

Once again, double standards re-enter the argument, which is
dearly illustrated in Davies,16 where a husband was allowed to use
this defence, although unsuccessfully. Here the denotation of the
wife's behaviour as provocative rather than the husband's as venge-
ful is revealing, for it suggests that there is one standard for wo-
men 16 and another for men,'166 displaying once again a dear
inconsistency. 67 There have been attempts to overcome this, 68

but adapting women's crimes to fit in with the provocation rule has

155 Although the formal requirement was abolished, there remains nonetheless for wo-
men the common idea that this should be the first or only option available to women. See,
O'Dovonan, supra note 148.

156 The problem for women is owing to their smaller stature than men, being less likely
to have training in controlled aggression than men, the requirement of reasonable force to
counter an attack may be inappropriate.

157 This is rather different to suggesting a double standard, rather the existing standard
excludes women's behavior patterns and experiences.

158 See discussion ofState v. Kelly, 478 A.2d 364 (N.J. 1984), inWAsrm supra note 151 at
224.
159 David L. Faigman, Note, The Battered Woman Syndrome and Self.Defense: A Legal and

Empirial Dissent, 72 VA. L. Rzv. 619, 636-89 (1986); L. SMrI, DoMZESnc VxoLtMcE 22
(1989).

160 Elizabeth M. Schneider, Describing and Changing: Women's Sel-Deense Work and the
Problem ofExpert Testimony on Battefing 9 WoMEN's RTs. L Rm. 198 (1986).

161 O'Donovan, supra note 148.
162 Ballard, 1961.
163 See R. v. Duffy, 1 All E.R. 932 (1949); R. v. Ibrams, 74 Grim. App. 154 (1981).
164 . v. Davies, 60 Crim. App. 258.
165 Duffy, 1 All E.R. at 932.
166 Davies, 60 Crim App. at 253.
167 Id.
168 . v. Camplin, 1 All E.R. 1286 (1978) (court attempted to consider ethnicity and

age). See, O'Donovan, supra note 148 (criticizing whether ethnicity and age can be taken
into consideration as a particular temperament).
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been problematic. 18 9 In any case, such attempts to make women's
crimes fit in to this model may be counterproductive and result in
pathologisation.'7

A further defence for women who invoke BWS is diminished
responsibility under the Homicide Act 1957 § 2,'17 and so far some
pleas have been successfully used as a defence by women."7 2 When
a woman uses this defence instead of putting herself before the
court as responsible for her own actions, she asserts an abnormality
of mind. The focus is then on her mental state, and her personal-
ity and character go on trial. The danger is that rather than being
viewed as a criminal, the woman is seen as mentally ill and so in
need of psychiatric intervention.

In answer to this, another attempt to redefine women's beha-
viour within existing parameters of law has been put forward by
Ewing and his psychoanalytically based theory of self defence for
women who kill:I' s "psychological self defence."'7 4 In his book,
Ewing attempts to reconstruct the requirements of both imminent
danger and proportional response. On imminent danger, Ewing
regards the self as encompassing psychological as wen as physical
processes. From this an immediate response to physical attack may
be de-emphasised in the doctrine of self defence, which indeed has
happened in some American jurisdictions. With proportional re-
sponse, Ewing argues that a gross and enduring attack on one's
psychological functioning can be interpreted as a threat to one's
physical existence and so justify the use of force as a response.176
In- order to distinguish between force and homicide, Ewing uses
the concept of the experienced threat of psychological death.
Here cumulative violence poses the "disintegration anxiety", a fear
of the break up of the self. Relying on Laingian theory of the di-
vided self' and victimology studies which highlight the depres-
sion caused by cumulative violence, Ewing sees the threat caused to
the physical and social self by abuse results in actions leading to

169 R. v. Thorton, 15 Crim. App. 22 (1993).
170 O'Donovan, supra note 148.
171 Here it is said that the accused must be "suffering from an abnormality of mind

(whether arising from an arrested or retarded development of mind of any inherent causes
or induced by disease or surgery) as substantially impaired his responsibility for his acts or
ommissions in doing or being party to a killing."

172 R. v. Robinson, Grim. L.R. 804 (1990).
173 C. EwiNG, BATr=RED WoMEN WHO Ki- PSYcHoLocI.AL SF DEFENcE As LEALJus.

TICATIoN 62 (1987).
174 O'Donovan, supra note 148.
175 EwmNG, supra note 169, at 96.
176 Here, the battered woman is seen as being ontologically insecure, feeling more un-

real than real, more dead than alive, differentiated from the rest of the world with her
identity and autonomy continually in question.
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homicide, and that such killing should be seen in terms of self de-
fence. This, however, has been criticised for not confronting the
basic problem with the law. It merely attempts to remould women
to fit rigid concepts and again relies on psychological theories to
explain women's behaviour, thus possibly increasing the likelihood
of psychiatric intervention.

ON THE ROPES?

The danger with labelling cases as "syndromes" and "psycho-
logical harms" is that an analysis of the legal doctrine can be suc-
cessfully avoided. This in turn may allow psychiatric interventions
to be more readily adopted, particularly where women are con-
cerned. Rather than clarifying matters, theories such as PMS and
BWS merely attempt to individualize and pathologise women's be-
haviour.17 7 The language and sentences of the court in such cases
have been criticised as being paternalistic and sexually discriminat-
ing.178 When adding the likelihood of psychiatric intervention, the
trial process and the sentencing options for women are often
doubly controlled.

For these reasons, O'Donovan has called for the need of the
law to recognise and focus upon women's experiences, especially
concerning relationships and their unequal economic standing.179
By adapting legislation to recognise and legitimize differences with-
out individualizing or pathologizing, women may benefit from ex-
isting models and thus avoid the more damaging psychiatric
measures.

BOXED INTO A CORNP.NF CONCLUSION

This article has shown how the law and psychiatry act both
independently and interactively to create a set of parameters which
are used to judge the female offender. These judgements are often
crudely formulated and in effect "box" women into certain catego-
ries, whether they are classed as simply deviant and imprisoned, or
as simply mad and hospitalized, 8 0 or a mixture of both. Which-
ever it is, this will have an impact upon their future and the future
of all women.

177 But cf State v. Wanrow, 559 P.2d 548 (Wash. 1977).
178 O'Donovan, supra note 148.
179 Id.
180 S. Wesley & P. Taylor, Madness and Gime: Ciminology vs. Psychkialy, 1 CnMs. BRMsv. &

Mwr.A. -ALTzH (1991) (suggests that crime has nothing intrinsically to do with mental
illness).
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The law and psychiatry do indeed appear to interact in very
definite ways to create and recreate expectations of gendered be-
haviour. Institutions with specialist functions in this area l show
very clearly how law and psychiatry have the power to define what is
acceptable and what is expected of "normal" women by their treat-
ment of deviant women. Here many women who have, for
whatever reason, rejected their socially ascribed roles, and are thus
described as being without womanhood, without citizenship and in
many cases without humanity8 2 are re-boxed, redrawn into a very
definite and defining view of femininity. During the process of law
these women have had their pasts explained and encased, their
present prescribed and portfolioed, and their futures codified and
parcelled in terms of a medico-legal discourse whose power to
reconfine is all pervading.

As an illustration of this process we have seen how the medi-
calized concepts of PMS and BWS have slipped their medical
moorings to become codified in legal doctrine. These are then
used to consider legal culpability or clinical need. This cyclical
process legitimates the way women are viewed as being helpless vic-
tims, coded at the behest of their own biology and locked in psy-
chological processes. It may be that individual women have
benefited from this distinction' and indeed it is hard to suggest
that in reality women should not use the law to their best advan-
tage. It may be true that for many women a psychiatric disposal is
appropriate or the lesser of many evils. Add to this the persuasive
arguments of barristers, social work reports and pressure groups
advocating the separatist approach, and women may well find that
to continue fighting against the stereotype is impossible. Neverthe-
less there is a "double bind" inherent in this course of action. Wo-
men may be damned if they are deemed psychiatrically ill, and
damned if they are not.' 4

What, however, seems likely is that following this course of ac-
tion may merely perpetuate the problems which enclose women.
The individualized and separatist approach may simply encase wo-
men in a medico-biological viewpoint. The effects of this are not

181 In Britian there exist three special hospital to provide detention for those deemed
dangerous to themselves and to the public. Of those detained, some had committed a
criminal offence, others had not. These hospitals were created by the Mental Health Act
1959 and provisions were later updated by the Mental Health Act 1983 and the National
health Service Act 1977.

182 The women who are held in these institutions are guilty of the most serious crimes
and are often vilified as a result.

183 R. AHIAwALiA, THE TimE (1992).
184 See R. v. Allitt, The Guardian, 9/23/93.
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confined to those who have transgressed medical or legal bounda-
ries for in reality the conditions and processes which enfold and
determine the fate of deviant women are intrinsically no different
from the ways in which "conventional" women are enveloped, con-
trolled or "re-packaged." The authorization of professionals to
frame, define or confine certain women as the type which require
detention, management, treatment or punishment merely serves to
perpetuate the caging or control of all women. Women will re-
main boxed, will they continue boxing?




